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Why?
•Quantum information through a quantum channel
oExchange of quantum information (information processing)

•Classical information through a quantum channel
◦ Quantum key distribution
➢(Quantum) random number generator – Aspect experiment #3

➢Creation of (classical) bit key

➢Encoding onto quantum states

➢Quantum communication

➢decoding
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Testbed 1: London MAN
•Toshiba (technology) and British Telecom (infrastructure)

•First commercially available QKD as a service

•Store now-crack later: loss of confidence in convention data security

•Quantum and classical channel

•Short distance links: no repeaters

•Decoy states
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Coexistence with telecom
•Inherently incompatible with classical amplifiers
o {reason}

•Absorption: transmit multiphoton pulses instead of single photon
oPNS
➢Decoy states

•Scattering (Raman and Rayleigh)
oReduce power of classical signal
o isolate quantum signal > 200nm
 (O and C band)
oTime slotting (compatible with PON)
oSeparate fibre/ core
oHollow core fibre
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Testbed 2: Great China Network
•4 QMAN connected through optical and satellite communication links through a 4600km long 
network

•Micius: satellite communication

•Layered quantum network architecture

•Key management system

•Trusted node
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Atmospheric Transmission
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Bell State Measurement
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Bell State Measurement
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Repeaters
•Quantum to classical to quantum conversion (trusted node) 

•OR

•Quantum entanglement swapping (quantum repeater)
oQuantum Memory: time & fidelity

•OR

•Error correction (quantum repeater)
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Entanglement Swapping
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Entanglement Swapping
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Entanglement Swapping
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Entanglement Swapping
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Entanglement Swapping
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Purification
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Purification
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Purification
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Entanglement swapping
•Requirement of quantum memory: long storage and high fidelity

•scheduling
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Quantum Network Architecture
•5 layered QKD
oApplication: quantum protocol

oTransport: end-to-end entanglement

oNetwork: entanglement over a route

oLink: entanglement over individual links

oPhysical: generation of physically entangled pairs
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Quantum KMS
•User request for key

•Request forwarded to KMS

•Key generation request to quanum server

•Request forwarded to quantum control system

•Finding the best route for key generation

•Key generation

•encryption
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Testbed 3: South Korea
•ID Quantique (technology) and SK Telecom (infrastructure)

•48 sites connected over a 2000km network for QSN

•Quantum safe as a service

•SDN

•BB84
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Testbed 4: Spain
•Huawei (technology), Telefonica (infrastructure)

•Continuous variable

•SDN
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Continuous Variable
•Quadrature

•Measurement

•Telecom compatible

•Deterministic (guaranteed signal)
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Discrete Variable
•Signal generation  (attenuate laser or quantum dot)

•Decoy state: send multiple pulses with multiple photons, if there’s an eve, a detection will 
change the statistics at Bob

•detection (photon counter: APD)
o Single/ Dual rail qubit
o Polarization: horizontal/ vertical
o Time-bin: early/ late

•Established (some what), benifited by photonic integrated circuits

•Telecom incompatible

•Not deterministic (photon generation not guaranteed)

•Key rate: 50,000 256 keys/sec i.e. multiple users can be connected
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